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Abstract—Spatial multiplexing (SMP) and optical spatial 

modulation (OSM) are two important technologies for indoor 

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) visible light 

communications (VLC). In this paper, we compare the 

performance of SMP and OSM systems which are operated with 

typical configurations in an indoor scenario. Both systems 

transmit data using asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) as the modulation 

scheme. It is shown that in order to achieve the same data rate 

with the SMP, the OSM has to employ large constellations which 

become impractical when either the number of luminaires or the 

constellation size of the SMP is greater than four. Simulation 

results are presented for both MIMO systems using four 

luminaires as transmitters and a receiver configured with three 

different front-ends. These receivers include a conventional non-

imaging receiver, a prism-based receiver and an aperture-based 

receiver. The BER results demonstrate that SMP outperforms 

OSM in terms of both the size of the region in which a receiver 

can achieve low BER and the BER at typical receiver positions. 

Keywords— spatial multiplexing (SMP), optical spatial modulation 

(OSM), visible light communications (VLC), asymmetrically clipped 

optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM), 

zero-forcing (ZF), multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing implementation of light emitting diodes 
(LEDs), indoor visible light communication (VLC) is emerging 
as a promising dual-use technology for both lighting and data 
transmission [1]. The illumination in modern indoor scenarios 
is typically provided by LED luminaires installed at intervals in 
the ceiling. This is stimulating the development of a range of 
novel multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) VLC systems 
that use ceiling lights to transmit data streams and multiple 
receiving elements (REs) for de-multiplexing and decoding [2-
6].   

The luminaires used as transmitters in a MIMO VLC 
system can be configured in a number of ways. The most 
straightforward way is spatial multiplexing (SMP) in which the 
luminaires emit independent data streams. This potentially 
provides the highest data rate that an indoor VLC system can 
achieve [2, 7]. As multiple data streams are received 
simultaneously, the received signals are typically subject to 

strong multi-stream interference (MSI). Alternatively, optical 
spatial modulation (OSM) can be applied, in which the 
information is conveyed by both the data symbols modulated 
on the light intensity and the index of the active luminaire [4, 
8]. As the data symbols are transmitted orthogonally in the 
frequency domain by different luminaires, MSI is absent [8]. 
However, this avoidance of the MSI is achieved at the cost of a 
significant reduction in data rate. A comparison of bit error 
rates (BERs) between the SMP and the OSM using imaging 
receivers is presented in [9]. However, this comparison 
assumes good alignments between the transceivers which, in 
practice, may have different relative positions. 

In both SMP MIMO and OSM MIMO systems, it is crucial 
for the receiver to decouple multiple transmitted signals [9]. 
This means that well-conditioned channel matrices are 
desirable for both MIMO systems. Recent studies have 
reported a range of designs for the receiver front-end, including 
prism-array receivers [6], aperture-based receivers [7], and K-
FOV receivers [10] and shown that these receivers can lead to 
well-conditioned channel matrices. 

In this paper, we compare the bit error rate (BER) 
performance of the SMP and the OSM systems in a typical 
indoor scenario. The two MIMO systems are studied with a 
range of receiver front-ends including a conventional non-
imaging receiver (1-FOV receiver) [10], a prism-array receiver 
[6] and an aperture-based receiver [7]. In order to avoid unfair 
comparisons, zero-forcing (ZF) equalizers are used in the 
receivers for both the SMP and OSM to decouple the signals 
transmitted by different luminaires. We present simulation 
results for systems using asymmetrically clipped optical 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) as 
the modulation scheme. ACO-OFDM is currently attracting 
widespread interest because it has the flexibility of a 
multicarrier system while also being very power efficient for 
small and medium sizes of constellations [11]. We show that, 
in order to achieve the same data rate with SMP, OSM has to 
employ large constellations which become impractical when 
either the number of luminaires or the constellation size of the 
SMP is greater than four. The simulation results show that 
SMP outperforms OSM in terms of both the size of the region 
in which a receiver can achieve low BER and the BER at 
typical receiver positions. 
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II. INDOOR MIMO VLC SYSTEMS 

Fig. 1 shows a typical VLC system in an indoor scenario 

with dimensions of  m  m  mX Y Z  . 
tN  LED luminaires are 

installed on the ceiling, pointing directly downwards to 
illuminate the room and to transmit information. A MIMO 
receiver is placed at a height of  mT  above the floor, facing 
upwards, where T  is typically the height of a table. The 

receiver consists of 
rN , 

r tN N , receiving elements (REs) 

which convert the received optical signals to photocurrents for 
decoding. We consider three different configurations for the 
front-end of the receiver: a) the 1-FOV receiver which consists 

of 
rN  PDs [10]; b) the aperture-based receiver in which each 

RE comprises an aperture and a bare PD [7]; c) the prism-array 
based receiver in which each RE consists of a prism and a PD 
[6]. Thus, the VLC channels between the luminaires and the 

receiver can be denoted by an 
r tN N  matrix, H , with the 

element  ,i jH  representing the channel gain between the 

thj  luminaire and thi RE. 

 

Fig. 1. Indoor visible light communication configuration  

In this paper, the MIMO VLC is configured to transmit 
ACO-OFDM signals using either SMP or OSM. SMP employs 
all the luminaires to emit independent streams which have all 
the odd subcarriers loaded with data symbols [6]. For OSM, 
however, the information is conveyed through both the data 
symbol on the odd subcarrier and the index of the luminaire 
which transmits the symbol on that subcarrier [8]. 

A. SMP MIMO System 

The SMP MIMO system studied in this paper transmits 
tN  

independent data streams modulated using ACO-OFDM. Each 
transmitter comprises an ACO-OFDM modulator which 
converts the complex bipolar data symbols 
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X , t1,2,...,j N  to real 

nonnegative signals 
   ACO, SMP

j
s t , and a LED luminaire that 

modulates the  signals onto light intensity. Here the superscript 
and the subscript of each data symbol denote the index of the 
luminaire and the index of the subcarrier, respectively. We 

assume that signal 
   ACO, SMP

j
s t , t1,...,j N , has a bandwidth 

smaller than the modulation bandwidth of the LED, so that the 
luminaires do not distort the signal waveform. We further 

assume, without loss of generality, unit conversion factor from 
the electrical domain to the optical domain in the luminaires. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The strucure of the SMP MIMO receiver 

 

It can be shown that as long as the number of independently 
modulated subcarriers is large enough, the ACO-OFDM signal 
has a truncated Gaussian distribution with optical power, 

opt, SMPP , given by [12] 

     opt, SMP ACO, SMP x 2
j

P E s t    ,  (1) 

where 
x  is given by  

1 2

x x 2E  , where 
  

2

x

j

kE E X . 

Therefore, the average transmitted optical energy per bit, 

b,opt, SMPE , can be expressed as b,opt, SMP opt, SMP SMPE P b , where 

SMPb  denotes the bit rate of the ACO-OFDM signal emitted by 

each luminaire. 

The receiver of the SMP system is shown in Fig. 2. As 

shown in the figure, each RE is connected to an ACO-OFDM 

demodulator which converts the received signals from the 

time domain to the frequency domain. Then, the signals on a 

given subcarrier are sent into the corresponding de-

multiplexing device which is a zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer, 

followed by the maximum likelihood (ML) decoders. 

B. OSM MIMO System 

Fig. 3 shows the OSM system using ACO-OFDM. As 
shown in the figure, the OSM system conveys information 
using both the data symbol modulated onto the light intensity 
and the index of the active LED. As the data symbols are 
modulated using ACO-OFDM, they are loaded only onto the 
odd subcarriers and have Hermitian symmetry at the inputs of 
the IFFTs in the transmitters [13]. The original OSM encoding 
[4] is applied on the odd subcarriers, assigning the subgroups 
of subcarriers to different transmitters in accordance with the 
extra data symbols that are mapped to the index of the 
luminaires [8]. Note that because of the Hermitian symmetry, 

the thk  and the ( )thN k  subcarriers must be assigned to the 



same luminaire. This means that the extra symbols can only 

provide  2 tlog 4N N  bits other than  2 tlogN N  bits as its 

RF counterpart. 

Assuming that the extra symbols are independent and have 
equal probability, the number of the subcarriers assigned to 

each luminaire is approximately  t2N N  when the number of 

subcarriers is large enough. Then, the optical power, 
opt,OSMP , 

and the optical energy per bit, 
b, opt, OSME  can be expressed as 

 

    opt,OSM ACO, OSM x t

b, opt, OSM opt,OSM OSM

2
j

P E s N

E P b

  


,  (2) 

respectively, where 
OSMb  denotes the average bit rate per 

luminaire. 

The signal processing modules of the OSM receiver are 
identical to those of the SMP receiver apart from the SM 
detectors and the ML decoders at the outputs of the ZF 
equalizers. The SM detectors decode the information carried by 
the extra symbols and return the index of the active luminaire, 
given by 

 
  ,sm t

ˆarg max , 1,..., ,  1,3,..., 2 1
j

k k
j

I X j N k N     , (3) 

where 
 
,sm

ˆ j

kX  denotes the thj  output of the ZF equalizer 

decoupling signals on the thk  subcarrier. Only the output, 
 
,sm

ˆ kI

kX , is then sent into the ML decoder to recover the data 

symbol on the thk  subcarrier. 

III. COMPARISONS BETWEEN SMP MIMO AND OSM MIMO 

A. Configurations for the simulations 

In this section, we compare the BER performance of the 
SMP and OSM systems using receivers with different front-end 
configurations. We consider a room, shown in Fig. 1, with 

dimensions of 3 m 3 m 2.5 m  . Fig. 5 shows the top-view of 

the room and the associated coordinate system, ˆˆ ˆxOy . Four 

Lambertian LED luminaires with semi-angle of 60 at half 

power are mounted on the ceiling with coordinates: 

 LED1 0.6,2.4 ,  LED2 2.4,2.4 ,  LED3 0.6,0.6  and 

 LED4 2.4,0.6 , respectively. All the LEDs have identical 

transmitted optical power of three Watts, i.e. 

opt opt, OSM opt, SMP 3 WP P P   . The data symbols are 

modulated using ACO-OFDM with 256N   subcarriers and a 

bandwidth of 2 MHz, which is limited by the modulation 
bandwidth of the white LEDs [14]. 

TABLE I.  SPCIFICATIONS FOR THE RECEIVERS 

 

A receiver with eight REs is placed 0.8 m  above the floor. 

The key parameters for the receivers are listed in Table I. Note 
that the light collecting area shown in Table I is given by the 

 
Fig. 3. Structure of an OSM ACO-OFDM system 



effective area of the PD for the conventional non-imaging 
receiver, the area of the top surface of each prism for the prism-
array receiver and the area of the aperture and that of the PD 
for the aperture-based receiver. 

The received signals, in general, consist of two 
components: the line of sight (LOS) component and the diffuse 
component. Previous studies have shown that the LOS 
component is typically stronger than the diffuse component [2]. 
Therefore, in line with other papers [2, 3], we consider only the 
LOS component and the channel gains can be calculated as 
shown in [6, 7, 10]. Consequently, the frequency response of 
the optical channel is flat with the same channel matrices for all 
the subcarriers, resulting in identical ZF equalizers for each 
subcarrier. 

 
Fig. 4. Top-view of the room 

 

We consider shot noise only. This results from the ambient 
light and can be modeled as a white Gaussian process with 
single-sided power density given by [15] 

 0 p n2N qR p A    , (4) 

where q  is the electron charge, 
np  is the background spectral 

irradiance, A  is the light collecting area of the RE and   is 

the bandwidth of the light spectrum. Note that as the prism-
array receiver and the aperture-based receiver employ 
directional REs, the power density given by (4) is only an 
estimate for these receivers. The real value will be smaller 
because some ambient light is blocked by the opaque coating 
for aperture-based receivers and that some is reflected away by 
the prism surfaces for prism-array receivers. In this paper, we 

assume the responsivity of the PDs is 0.4 A/W  in line with 

[2]. The bandwidth in (4),  , is 300 nm which is 

approximately the bandwidth of visible light. 

In order to avoid unfair comparisons, we assume the two 
systems transmit information at the same data rate, i.e. 

SMP OSMb b b   and thus b, opt, SMP b, opt, OSM b, optE E E  . The 

numbers of bits transmitted per MIMO OFDM symbol for the 

SMP and OSM are given by  t 2 SMPlog 4N N M   and 

  2 t OSMlog 4N N M  , respectively. Therefore, assuming that 

the two systems have the same OFDM block duration, the 

number of bits transmitted for both MIMO systems must be the 
same, i.e. 

   t

SMP t OSM

N
M N M  . (5) 

From (5), we can see that the size of the constellation for SM 
MIMO will be impractically large when either the size of the 

constellation, 
SMPM , or the number of the luminaire is greater 

than four. Thus, in this paper, the sizes of the constellation, 

SMPM  and 
OSMM  are given by 4 and 64, respectively. 

B. Simulation Results 

1) BER distributions as a function of the receiver position  

 

Fig. 5. Contour plot of BER distribution with b,opt 0E N  at 163 dB using (a) 

prism-array receiver in the SMP MIMO system (b) prism-array receiver in the 

OSM MIMO system (c) aperture-based receiver in the SMP MIMO system 

(d) aperture-based receiver in the OSM MIMO system. 
 

We first study the BER distributions with the prism-array 
receiver and the aperture-based receiver. The rank of the 
channel matrices was examined at all possible receiver 
positions for both of the receivers. The results show that the 
channel matrices have full rank at all possible receiver 
positions. This indicates that the transmitted signals can be 
separated at the receiver using ZF equalizers. Fig. 5 shows the 
contours of the BER as a function of the receiver position, 
ˆˆ ˆxOy  , shown in Fig. 4, with the value of b,opt 0E N   at 163 dB. 

Using (4), this corresponds to a background spectral irradiance 

of  4 21.25 10  W nm cm   which is greater than the worst 

case in the daytime near the window [16]. Thus this figure 
shows the BER with intense ambient light and the BER will be 
much lower in a real indoor scenario. As shown in the figure, 
the contours present as co-centered rings, with low BER 
located in the central area and large BER near the walls and the 
corners. The size of the low BER region in which 

the 3BER 10 , depends on both the configuration of the 



receiver front-end and the transmission scheme. From this 
figure, we can see that the SMP with the prism-array receiver 
achieves the largest low BER region followed by the SMP with 
the aperture-based receiver. This means that both of the 
receivers can provide good performance when SMP is applied. 
As neither of the receivers is optimized for the considered 
indoor scenario, general conclusions that prism-array receivers 
always outperform aperture-based receivers cannot be made. 
The OSM MIMO, however, results in small low BER regions 
which only cover the central area of the room as shown in Fig. 
5(b) and (d). This is mainly caused by the use of a relatively 
large constellation size. Consequently, we can see that the SMP 
outperforms OSM in term of the size of the region in which 
low BER is achieved.  

2) BER performance at typical receiver positions 
 

 

Fig. 6. BER versus b,opt 0E N  (dB) at three specific receiver positions using 

conventional non-imaging receiver 

Now we compare the BER achieved by SMP and OSM at 

typical receiver positions:  1 1.5,1.5R ,  2 1.5,0.3R  and 

 3 2.7,0.3R  where 
1R   is located at the center of the room, 

2R   

near the wall, and 
3R  near the corner. The results are shown in 

Fig. 6-8 for the non-imaging receiver, the prism-array receiver 
and the aperture-based receiver, respectively. Note that as the 
non-imaging receiver normally results in ill-conditioned 

channel matrices, the scale for b,opt 0E N  in Fig. 6 ranges from 

180 dB to 230 dB which is much higher than those in Fig. 7 
and 8. From these figures, we can see that the SMP 
outperforms the OSM at all three receiver positions for all three 
receiver front-ends. This is because the decoding of OSM 
signals are typically subject to two adverse facts. First, the 
decoding is performed in two successive procedures: the de-
mapping of the active luminaire and the ML decoding. An 
error in either procedure can result in a failure of the decoding. 
Secondly, the large constellation used to achieve identical data 

rate with SMP leads to high BERs at low values for b,opt 0E N . 

Therefore, we can see a gap of the BER between the SMP and 
the OSM, which is independent of the type of the receiver 

front-end that is used and of the receiver position. For example, 

a 7 dB difference is observed at the BER of 410  for all the 

type of receivers at all the receiver positions. 

 

Fig. 7. BER versus b,opt 0E N  (dB) at three specific receiver positions using 

prism-array receiver 

 
Fig. 8. BER versus b,opt 0E N  (dB) at three specific receiver positions using 

aperture-based receiver 

Fig. 9 shows the BER versus 
b,opt 0E N  for the SMP 

MIMO and the OSM MIMO systems when both are using 64-

QAM symbols. Note that this means the overall data rate for 

OSM is much lower than for SMP as can be seen from (5). 

Here the prism-array receiver and the aperture-based receiver 

are at receiver position, 1R . From this figure, we can see that 

OSM has a lower BER than SMP at low b,opt 0E N  values, but 

the BER curves converge at high values. This is because the 

overall BER in the OSM system has a number of components. 

The BER values for these different components reduce at 

different rates as  b,opt 0E N  increases. The probability of the 

SM decoder returning an error for 
kI  depends on the 



value
2

kX  as well as the ratio    2 2

k kE X E N , where 

kN  is the noise component on the thk  subcarrier. This is 

because 
kI  is incorrectly decoded if the power of the noise 

alone is greater for an incorrect index is greater than the power 

of the signal plus noise on the correct index. This is much more 

likely for constellation points with small kX . So most errors 

in decoding the index will be from subcarriers modulated by 

inner constellation points. Rather surprisingly, in this case, an 

error in decoding the index does not mean that there will be a 

large number of errors in decoding the constellation. This is 

because the noise alone on the incorrectly decoded index is 

unlikely to be very large so is likely to be demapped to an inner 

constellation point. Assuming Gray coded data, at a high 

possibility, the four bits of the 64-QAM data will still be 

correctly decoded. At all signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), this 

form of error event is more likely than errors in decoding the 

QAM constellation alone. It reduces more slowly with 

increasing SNR than the constellation errors in the SMP system 

so the results converge at higher 
b,opt 0E N . So at high 

b,opt 0E N  the OSM has similar BER to SMP and has a 

significantly lower data rate. 

 

Fig. 9. BER versus b,opt 0E N  (dB) at 
1R  using prism-array and aperture-

based receivers 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have compared the BER performance of 

SMP and OSM systems operated with typical parameters in 

indoor MIMO optical wireless communications. The two 

MIMO systems are studied with a range of configurations for 

the receiver front-end, including a conventional non-imaging 

receiver, a prism-array receiver and an aperture-based 

receiver. We show that in order to achieve the same data rate 

with the SMP, the OSM has to use impractically large 

constellations when either the number of luminaires or the 

constellation size of SMP is greater than four. Simulation 

results are presented for the case where the SMP transmits 4-

QAM symbols and the OSM, 64-QAM symbols using four 

luminaires in a typical room. The distribution of the BERs as a 

function of the receiver position are compared between the 

two MIMO systems, demonstrating that the SMP can achieve 

much greater LBR whereas the LBR for the OSM covers only 

the central area of the room. The BER results also show that 

the SMP outperforms at typical receiver positions when the 

two MIMO systems transmit data at identical rate. A constant 

gap of 7 dB between the two MIMO systems is observed at 

the BER of 410  irrespective of the type of the receiver front-

end.  
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